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Abstract. The dynamic stability of large deformation roadway can be significantly affected by
seismic vibration. In order to improve the support effect, a segmented constant resistance anchor
bolt structure is proposed. The preload can be set in segments to effectively reduce the tension
deviation. The support stability of this type of bolt is verified by field test and experimental
simulation. Based on the bearing and deformation characteristics of surrounding rock, the
supporting and installation, grouting process and anchor cable stress monitoring of this type
anchor bolt are designed. Through the field measurement of the roadway, the variation laws of the
rock swelling coefficient, anchor cable tension and roof subsidence under the condition of bolt
support are obtained. A tunnel dynamic deformation test-bed is built to study the dynamic
vibration response of the designed anchor bolt to alternating load. Applying orthogonal exciting
force, the tension changes in different constant resistance sections are obtained. The results show
that this type of bolt has remarkable effect of resisting alternating load, and the maximum tension
deviation within ±200 m working face is less than 8 %, which has better support stability than
conventional bolt.
Keywords: dynamic characteristics, stability, roadway, vibration response.
1. Introduction
The geological structures of most roadways are complex, and their differences in rock stratum
are obvious. For soft rock roadway, small seismic vibration [1] can significantly damage the
structure of surrounding rock. At present, how to improve the stability of large deformation
roadway [2] support has always been a technical problem in civil engineering. Due to the large
porosity of the soft rock stratum, which contains more mixtures of expansive clay, kaolinite, illite
and montmorillonite, the average compressive strength of the rock stratum is low and the rock
mass flow is easy to occur [3]. The self-stabilization period [4] of common large deformation
roadway is relatively short. Generally, the caving time is less than 12 h, the loosening radius is
greater than 1.5 m, and the deformation rate is random and difficult to estimate. Under the action
of peripheral pressure, the offset of roadway can exceed 1m within half a year, which makes it
difficult for conventional anchor bolts to meet the support requirements.
At present, the main material of anchor bolt is mainly carbon steel, which has good unloading
ability to deal with sudden load, but its adaptability to transverse load and alternating load is
relatively poor, which is prone to local pressure overload and stress concentration. In order to
effectively improve the support effect in large deformation surrounding rock, an anchor bolt based
on glass fiber reinforced nylon is proposed in this paper, which has constant resistance
performance. Different preloads can be set in sections to effectively reduce the tension deviation.
In addition, through the optimization of slurry ratio, the stone rate [5, 6] and rock stratum
compressive strength [7] are improved, as well as the stress distribution. Based on the field
measured data, the support effect of this type of bolt is verified. In addition, the quality of glass
fiber reinforced nylon bolt is smaller than that of steel bolt, the production and transportation cost
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is easy to control, and the economic benefit is remarkable.
2. Design of multistage prestressed support scheme
2.1. Failure principle of conventional bolt support
Compared with conventional rock stratum, the support of soft rock roadway with large
deformation is more difficult, and ground pressure vibration is more likely to happen. The soft
rock stratum is highly sensitive to external force factors such as water flow and vibration. Due to
the large composition of mixed mudstone, there will also be a certain crushing problem under low
unidirectional pressure load [8], so that the high-strength bolt cannot play its supporting role.
There are three kinds of pressure on the roadway with large deformation in soft rock: loosening
pressure, deformation pressure and expansion pressure. The loosening pressure is the main factor
of local surrounding rock collapse, and its balanced force system is the support force of single
column support and anchor cable tension. Although deformation pressure is the main source of
potential energy of surrounding rock, glass fiber reinforced nylon structure can effectively buffer
deformation pressure, fully release energy and make it show good controllability. Expansion
pressure is a special deformation pressure, which is greatly affected by water wet environment
and sudden load, and has some uncertainty.
In actual coal mining, with the increase of excavation depth, some high stability surrounding
rocks will swell and change into soft rock structure, showing a high degree of stress concentration.
Therefore, when the traditional steel bolt works in the surrounding rock with rapid and large
deformation, the roadway support will often fail. As shown in Fig. 1, during roadway construction,
the sudden change of mining advance pressure and bearing pressure brings obvious dynamic
disturbance to the soft rock stratum, resulting in a sharp increase in the loosening pressure and
deformation pressure of the soft rock stratum, and the expanded rock stratum will cause excessive
roof displacement, exceeding the tensile limit that the carbon steel bolt can bear, so it is difficult
to achieve force system balance and stable deformation. It can be seen that the direct use of rigid
support cannot reinforce the soft rock, and the release of energy needs to be fully considered [9]
to avoid sudden roof displacement.

Fig. 1. Failure principle of conventional anchor bolt

2.2. Design of segmented constant resistance anchorbolt
Aiming at the limit deformation and deformation rate of soft surrounding rock, a multi-level
structure is proposed in this paper, which is composed of three parts connected in series, and
different preloads can be set respectively, as shown in Fig. 2. The main structure of each section
of anchor bolt is made of glass fiber reinforced nylon, and is equipped with anti-breaking constant
resistance device and spherical guide groove thread. The center is a grouting rubber pipe with
hole, and the outer edge is a torsional spiral structure. The deformation of surrounding rock can
synchronously drive the deformation of rheostat, and the range of deformation is greater than the
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limit displacement of surrounding rock, so that the whole support process is in equilibrium. At the
same time, the glass fiber reinforced nylon bolt can solve the problems that the steel bolt in the
prior art cannot adapt to the uncertain displacement of rock stratum in a large range and the
insufficient control of alternating stress.
The anchor cable matched with the anchor bolt is also made of glass fiber reinforced nylon,
which is a tray nut structure and is provided with an annular long strip pit, as shown in Fig. 3. The
nut is connected with the main structure of the bolt through spherical thread, which can not only
effectively release the deformation energy of surrounding rock, but also improve the tensile
strength of the bolt. In actual support, the constant resistance device in the anchor bolt can ensure
that the contact resistance is maintained at 200-400 kN and the maximum extension is more than
1.1 m.

Fig. 2. Load allocation of bolt structure

Fig. 3. Energy absorption scheme

2.3. Anchor bolt construction process
Compared with the ordinary steel bolt, the modified glass fiber reinforced nylon bolt has
greater elongation [10], which can effectively adapt to the impact of rock failure and energy
release. Due to the large load resistance of the anchor in the initial stage, with the increase of roof
displacement, the anchor with prestressed characteristics will release elastic potential energy,
which can offset the deformation energy of soft rock to a certain extent, thus greatly reducing the
probability of roof fall or collapse. Therefore, the anchor should meet the potential energy
requirements during construction. According to the structure and performance characteristics of
this type of anchor bolt, the design and construction steps are as follows.
(1) Support installation. When the roadway excavation is completed, the original stable rock
stratum will undergo adaptive transformation of structure. In order to avoid large-scale plastic
deformation and unidirectional tension of soft rock, the single column hydraulic prop should be
installed first, and then the drilling (diameter 75 mm, axial reaming 0.5 m) and prestressed loading
of the windlass should be carried out according to the ground pressure test results and construction
standards, as shown in Fig. 4. As a tension element penetrating into the rock stratum, the whole
bolt is divided into free section and anchor section. The free section refers to the area where the
tension at the anchor head is transmitted to the anchor body, and its function is to apply prestress
to the anchor. The anchorage section refers to the area where the cement paste binds the
prestressed reinforcement to the soil layer. Its function is to increase the bonding friction between
the anchor and the soil layer and increase the bearing capacity of the anchor. Anchoring agent [11]
shall be added to the reserved position at the tail of glass fiber reinforced nylon anchor bolt. After
10h, the prestress of the each rheostat shall be adjusted to 20 t, 15 t and 10 t respectively, and then
the drilling device shall be removed. During the installation of glass fiber reinforced nylon bolt,
the change of surrounding rock shall be monitored in real time to ensure that there will be no large
deformation of surrounding rock, otherwise the due support effect will be lost. If large deformation
is found in the area near the installed anchor bolt, the number and effective length of anchor bolt
shall be increased (greater than 1.5 times of the original length). When the support installation
needs to be suspended, the support shall be directly against the excavation surface in advance.
(2) Bolt grouting. Grouting is one of the key technologies of glass fiber reinforced nylon bolt
roadway construction. Because the fluidity, flow rate and balance of slurry have an important
impact on the mechanical properties of soft rock, high-speed mixing machine and controllable
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booster pump can be comprehensively used to adjust the grouting parameters. According to the
structural characteristics of the anchor bolt, a higher discharge volume is preset, so that the
allowable pressure of the anchor bolt inner hole is not less than 1.5 times the maximum grouting
pressure. Therefore, the grouting inner sleeve of anchor bolt adopts high-quality pressure resistant
rubber pipe. In addition, the grouting pressure is adjusted by a controllable booster pump to
maintain the pressure at ±20 % of the expected value.

a) Main parts
b) Status after installation
Fig. 4. Installation diagram of anchor bolt assembly

(3) Stress monitoring. According to the installation process of anchor bolt, the spacing of each
set of assembly is 2 m, and each three groups are connected with strip steel, which can effectively
prevent loosening displacement. The layout scheme of design stress monitoring is shown in Fig. 5.
The density of monitoring points at the cutting position is 20 per meter, and the central position is
50 per meter. When the soft rock stratum has large deformation, because the denaturation energy
is lower than the potential energy of the rheostat, the load in the axial direction will always be less
than the internal resistance of the rheostat. Otherwise, the support stability will not be maintained.
The variation law of maximum tension of anchor bolt with different lag working face distance
is shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen that within the working face distance of ±200 m, the maximum
tension deviation of anchor bolt is 7.8 %, and the extension effect of load is remarkable; The
tension near the working face shows relatively large fluctuation, so the primary support of anchor
bolt should be installed as soon as possible, and the secondary support needs to be completed after
the surrounding rock is self-stabilized. Because the bolt has the characteristics of preload, it can
not only improve the compressive strength of soft rock, but also improve the shear strength.
According to the law of roof subsidence, the primary rigid support is difficult to meet the longterm self-stability, so the secondary support is needed. According to the test, the secondary support
shows a better reinforcement effect lasting 60 days after the primary support.

Fig. 5. Distribution of stress monitoring points
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2.4. Proportioning and performance of cement slurry
The water used for large deformation soft rock stratum has high humidity, and the viscosity
will change significantly after being affected by flowing water [12]. The slurry poured from glass
fiber reinforced nylon bolt needs to focus on slurry running and slurry string [13]. Therefore, it is
proposed to mix appropriate sodium silicate into the slurry to improve the bonding efficiency and
compressive strength of the slurry. The slurry matrix is Portland cement slurry. The difference of
water cement ratio has important effects on the parameters such as setting cycle, petrochemical
rate and bearing limit. For example, in the soft rock stratum with large amount of water, the slurry
with high condensation efficiency can not only effectively reduce the impact of water flow, but
also more stably connect the constant resistance device with the rock stratum, reduce the shear
stress and improve the creep problem of surrounding rock, so as to effectively ensure the constant
resistance function of anchor bolt.
Sodium based material with modulus of 2.8 is used as the water glass in the slurry. According
to the test, the best average concentration in the slurry is 40 %. The initial setting time, stone rate
and compressive strength under different water cement ratio are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8
respectively. The research shows that when the water cement ratio is lower than 0.5, the grouting
of slurry in the anchor bolt will produce huge resistance and the problem of pipeline blockage is
serious. When the water cement ratio is greater than 1.5, the stone solidification efficiency of the
slurry decreases sharply, and the compressive strength cannot meet the support requirements.
When the water cement ratio increases, the stone rate and the compressive strength decreases, the
initial setting time increases. The compressive strength of the slurry after setting for 15 h is
obviously greater than 10 h, but the gap between them decreases with the increase of water cement
ratio.

Fig. 7. Variation characteristics of initial setting time and stone rate

Fig. 8. Variation characteristics of compressive strength

3. Test of dynamic stability of anchor bolt support
3.1. Rock burst analysis
In order to verify the reinforcement effect of segmented constant resistance anchor bolt on
large deformation rock stratum, the crushing expansion coefficient is tested at different distances
from the working face. The crushing expansion coefficient refers to the ratio of the volume of soft
rock loosening and expansion to the initial volume under the action of active load. It can be used
to predict the probability of overburden cracks, delamination, caving and other problems.
According to the construction technology of anchor bolt and the mechanical characteristics of rock
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stratum, the following steps are followed to test the crushing expansion coefficient:
(1) After the location of the measured point is selected, move the single column hydraulic
support. At this time, the roof to be mined out will collapse to a stable state by itself, and then the
starting height ℎ on the side of the roadway will be measured.
(2) The collapse height shall be tested every 4 hours and measured continuously for more than
2 days. If the deviation from the last measurement result is less than 10 mm, the measured height
at this time shall be recorded and taken as the stable height ℎ .
(3) Install the single column support again, drill the roof and determine the thickness of soft
rock layer 𝑚, then the crushing expansion coefficient 𝑘 after stabilization can be expressed as:

𝑘

1

ℎ

ℎ
𝑚

.

(1)

Based on the measured results, the variation curve of crushing expansion coefficient with the
advance of working face is drawn as shown in Fig. 9. It can be seen that with the deepening of the
advancing surface, the crushing expansion coefficient of soft rock stratum gradually decreases and
tends to be stable, and finally maintains a constant value of 1.37. There is no sudden change in the
coefficient of crushing expansion among different working faces, which shows that this type of
bolt has good reliability for the reinforcement of soft rock stratum. In the test of broken expansion
coefficient, the variation law of roof subsidence with different lag working face distance can be
obtained at the same time, as shown in Fig. 10. It can be seen that the subsidence of the roof
increases intermittently without sudden change, indicating that this type of bolt can effectively
ensure the stability of the rock stratum.

Fig. 9. Variation of crushing expansion coefficient

Fig. 10. Roof subsidence value

3.2. Seismic performance of the anchor bolt
The transient response to blasting vibration can effectively verify the effect of anchor rod
resisting earthquake. In order to prove the superiority of segmented constant resistance anchor rod
in seismic response, local blasting is used as excitation source to simulate seismic load.
Considering the special seismic exploration environment of the mine roadway, 1 seismic source
and 4 detection lines are arranged during the vibration test. The detection lines are roof receiving
(red line), floor receiving (blue line), coal seam left side receiving (black line) and head-on edge
receiving (green line). This test adopts the method of simultaneous receiving by geophones, that
is, the 𝑋, 𝑌 and 𝑍 three component geophones are used for simultaneous receiving. Where, 𝑋
direction is the fault direction. 𝑌 direction is vertical to coal wall. The 𝑍 direction is the base plate
direction, of which distance between tracks is 1m. In order to analyze the propagation
characteristics of seismic waves in space, the floor source is selected as the excitation source to
obtain wave field snapshots at different times, as shown in Fig. 11. It can be seen that the impact
radius of blasting is about 50 m. The vibration sensor is installed on the roof of the roadway, with
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a radial distribution centered on the blasting point, of which interval is 10 m. The displacement
caused by blasting is detected by the acceleration sensor. Its time domain characteristics are shown
in Fig. 12. The maximum amplitude can be obtained through integral operation.

Fig. 11. Snapshot slice of wave field (unit: m)

Fig. 12. Acceleration change of roof vibration

Through the vibration test, the maximum subsidence of the roof in the radial direction under
different type bolt support conditions can be obtained, as shown in Fig. 13. It can be seen that the
segmented resistance bolt can significantly reduce the roof subsidence. Compared with the
conventional bolt, it can reduce the maximum displacement by more than 20 %. Within the range
of 30-40 meters from the vibration center, the support effect is more significant.

Fig. 13. Maximum subsidence under different radial distances of vibration sources

3.3. Dynamic response test
In order to verify the response ability of anchor bolt to continuous alternating load [14], its
dynamic response test scheme is designed, as shown in Fig. 14. Preparing a
1.8 m × 0.6 m × 0.6 m surrounding rock model, in which the interior is concrete slurry layer and
the exterior is soft rock layer. Tension sensors are set at different parts of the anchor bolt,
alternating inertial excitation force is applied at the end of the anchor bolt, and the pressure and
deformation (displacement) are monitored at the same time. During the implementation of the
experimental test, the vibration exciter will release the sinusoidal exciting force. The loading
position is the left end face, which is used to simulate the load of the roadway roof. The excitation
loading and test cycle is 25 s and the amplitude is 150 N. The signal receiver will obtain the stress
response results in different segments respectively.
In order to more clearly determine the influence of the preload on the dynamic response, setting
the tension sensor firstly to make the tension of each section return to zero before applying the
exciting force. Through the test, the variation law of the equivalent tension of the anchor bolt in
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different preload stages in a single load cycle can be obtained, as shown in Fig. 15. It can be seen
that although the response of the anchor bolt to the alternating load in different preload sections is
significantly different, the constant resistance effect of each section is significant, and the time to
achieve tension stability is less than 1.5 s. The low preload section is most affected by alternating
load and its equivalent tension changes periodically. The middle preload section is least affected
by the load, and the equivalent tension maintains the overall stability. When the high preload
section bears the positive load (consistent with the tension direction), it can maintain very high
stability. However, when it bears the reverse load, the equivalent tension value increases
significantly, and the direction is opposite to that of the low preload section, so the overall tension
change of the anchor bolt is small.

Fig. 14. Dynamic response test scheme of anchor bolt

Fig. 15. Variation of equivalent tension under alternating load

3.4. Analysis of optimized support effect
When the ultimate tensile load of the segmented constant resistance anchor bolt exceeds the
preset value of the constant resistance device, the bolt body will not have excessive deformation
or fracture failure [14]. Under the action of multistage prestress, the energy is released more
slowly, so as to more effectively buffer the deformation of surrounding rock [15], and greatly
reduce the possibility of major accidents such as roof fall and collapse. In large deformation
roadway support, the bolt has good application effect, but it usually needs secondary support. In
order to further improve the support effect, the following problems can be solved based on the
coupling mechanism of strength and stiffness. In the optimization design of bolt structure, in
addition to meeting the strength, size and construction requirements, it is also necessary to focus
on the factors such as surrounding rock expansion and deformation energy, presplitting blasting
impact force, rock internal force transmission and so on. The optimization of grouting should
ensure the balance of surrounding rock load, otherwise the local strength is too large and stress
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concentration will occur. The support of bolt and hydraulic support is a cooperative working mode.
Therefore, reasonable layout should be made in the construction process to ensure the stability of
soft rock roadway, which requires both sufficient support strength and good support flexibility.
4. Conclusions
In order to effectively improve the anti-seismic problem of large deformation roadway, a
multi-stage prestressed segmented constant resistance anchor bolt that suitable for soft rock
roadway is proposed according to the support failure principle. Through construction design and
engineering test, the reliability of this type of anchor bolt can be effectively verified. The crushing
expansion coefficient was tested at different distances from the working face, which can prove the
reinforcement effect of this anchor bolt on large deformation rock stratum under stable working
conditions. The local blasting was applied as excitation source to simulate seismic load, which
can effectively verify the effect of anchor rod resisting earthquake. The dynamic response test
scheme was designed, which can obtain mechanical properties of this type of bolt under
orthogonal vibration. Under the support of the anchor bolt, the broken swelling coefficient of soft
rock shows good stability, and the maximum tension deviation of anchor cable at different
positions is less than 7.8 %. This type of bolt has a good release effect on the variable performance
of surrounding rock.
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